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Abstract

Marine ecosystem is influenced by multiple factors under the global warming. Increasing temperature raises the matabolic

demand for oxygen, however, its supply declines as the concentration of dissolved oxygen decreases. Metabolic index is defined

as the oxygen supply to demand ratio for a marine organism, quantitatively combining the effects of ocean warming and

deoxygenation. A subset of the earth system models participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6

(CMIP6) are used to calculate the century-scale changes in the metabolic index under three different scenarios. Under the

most aggressive warming scenario, metabolic index can decline over 50\% at northern extratropics including the US west coast.

Overall magnitude of the change is dependent on the emission scenarios, whereas spatial patterns are model-dependent, in

particular at low latitudes due to the large uncertainty in projected oxygen changes.
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Key Points:5

• Centennial decline of metabolic indices are examined under three emission scenar-6

ios using CMIP6 earth system models7

• Effects of warming and deoxygenation together decrease the metabolic index in8

the northern extratropical oceans9

• Emission scenarios significantly alter the magnitude of the changes while its spa-10

tial patterns are model-dependent11
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Abstract12

Marine ecosystem is influenced by multiple factors under the global warming. Increas-13

ing temperature raises the matabolic demand for oxygen, however, its supply declines14

as the concentration of dissolved oxygen decreases. Metabolic index is defined as the oxy-15

gen supply to demand ratio for a marine organism, quantitatively combining the effects16

of ocean warming and deoxygenation. A subset of the earth system models participat-17

ing in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6 (CMIP6) are used to calcu-18

late the century-scale changes in the metabolic index under three different scenarios. Un-19

der the most aggressive warming scenario, metabolic index can decline over 50% at north-20

ern extratropics including the US west coast. Overall magnitude of the change is depen-21

dent on the emission scenarios, whereas spatial patterns are model-dependent, in par-22

ticular at low latitudes due to the large uncertainty in projected oxygen changes.23

Plain Language Summary24

Global warming changes many aspects of physical and chemical environments in25

the oceans. Direct observations have shown temperature increase and oxygen decrease26

for the past several decades, and climate models predict that these trends continue for27

this century. It is difficult to understand the impacts of multiple environmental factors28

on marine ecosystems. Recent theoretical advances combines temperature and oxygen29

to calculate the metabolic constraints of marine animals. Warming increases oxygen de-30

mand due to increasing metabolic rates, however, the supply of oxygen is decreasing. Metabolic31

index can be defined as the oxygen supply to demand ratio. This study delineates the32

two factors in the context of climate model projections of metabolic index for the 21st33

century under different socio-economic scenarios. Comparing four different models gives34

us a sense of uncertainty due to model structure. We find that warming and oxygen loss35

play approximately equal role in tightening the metabolic constraints, especially in the36

mid and high latitude northern hemisphere oceans including the US west coast. These37

regions exhibit more than 50% decline in the metabolic index under the ”business-as-38

usual” emission scenario, but choosing less aggressive emission scenarios can significantly39

reduce the decline of metabolic index in these regions.40
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1 Introduction41

The oceans are the dominant sink of excess heat under the global warming (Zanna42

et al., 2019) accounting for more than 90% of the Earth’s energy imbalance (Cheng et43

al., 2017). The greatest temperature increase occurs at the surface while deep temper-44

atures remain nearly unchanged due to the slow ventilation of deep waters relative to45

the timescale of the anthropogenic forcing. This contrast in the rate of warming increases46

the vertical density difference. Stronger vertical stratification tends to decrease the up-47

per ocean mixing and reduce the vertical transfer of chemical properties. The temper-48

ature increase reduces the solubility of oxygen in the seawater, and the increased den-49

sity stratification further weakens the vertical mixing of oxygen into the interior ocean.50

These two reinforcing mechanisms decrease the dissolved oxygen concentrations under51

transient warming scenarios (Matear et al., 2000; Keeling & Garcia, 2002; Keeling et al.,52

2010). Direct observations of dissolved oxygen show a significant decline during the last53

several decades (Helm et al., 2011; Schmidtko et al., 2017) in association with the ob-54

served increase in ocean heat content (Ito et al., 2017).55

Increasing temperature and declining oxygen levels are two of the major ecosys-56

tem stressors under the warming climate (Gruber, 2011; Bopp et al., 2013). Rates of phys-57

iological processes typically depend on temperature. As temperature increases, animals’58

metabolic oxygen demands are expected to increase. In order for a marine habitat to be59

viable, the rate of oxygen supply must exceed the resting metabolic demand. Metabolic60

index (Φ) is defined as the oxygen supply to demand ratio for a marine organism, which61

quantitatively combines the effect of warming and oxygen loss (Deutsch et al., 2015).62

Φ = A0B
n pO2

exp(−E/kBT )
(1)

A0 is a constant coefficient specific to individual species, and B is the body mass. pO263

is the partial pressure of oxygen of the ambient water, and E (eV ) is the temperature64

sensitivity parameter. kB (eV K−1) is the Boltzmann constant, and T (K) is the abso-65

lute temperature. If Φ is less than 1, the oxygen supply cannot meet the resting metabolic66

demand. Observed distribution of marine organisms require minimum metabolic index67

(Φcrit) of 2 to 5 in order to support critical activities such as growth and reproduction,68

and the maps of Φ > Φcrit capture the patterns of observed marine habitats (Deutsch69

et al., 2015). Taking the logarithmic derivative of (1) the relative importance of warm-70
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ing and oxygen loss can be evaluated.71

δΦ

Φ
=
δpO2

pO2
− E

kBT 2
δT (2)

For a given body mass (constant B), fractional changes in Φ is linearly dependent on pO272

and temperature. In this framework, relative importance between the two environmen-73

tal variables (pO2 and T ) is controlled by the empirically determined temperature sen-74

sitivity parameter (E). The magnitude of E varies from 0.3 to 1.0eV in published data75

(Deutsch et al., 2015) with the median of 0.6eV . Larger values for this parameter indi-76

cate greater influence of temperature relative to pO2. Surface waters are temperature77

dominated due to the air-sea gas transfer setting pO2 ∼ pO2,air. Oxygen concentra-78

tion below the surface mixed layer is controlled by the balance between the ventilation79

and the respiratory O2 losses. Under increasing density stratification and weakened ven-80

tilation, subsurface pO2 is predicted to decrease by shifting the balance towards teh res-81

piratory O2 losses. The reinforcing changes in pO2 and T are predicted in the subsur-82

face where significant decreases in pO2 can occur.83

The objective of this paper is to examine the centennial trends of the metabolic84

index as simulated by a subset of earth system models (ESMs) participating in the Cou-85

pled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (Eyring et al., 2016) under different emis-86

sion scenarios. Three future scenarios are considered; ssp126, ssp245 and ssp585 cover-87

ing a wide range of fossil fuel emissions (Gidden et al., 2019). Four models are selected88

based on the availability of necessary output variables to calculate the metabolic index89

for pre-industrial control, historical and future scenario simulations; CanESM5 (Swart90

et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2019c, 2019d, 2019e, 2019f), CNRM-ESM2-1 (Sfrian et al., 2019;91

Seferian, 2018), GFDL-CM4 (Held et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2018) and IPSL-CM6A-LR92

(Boucher et al., 2018). The structure of this manuscript is as follows. Section 2 describes93

the model data analysis methods. Section 3 discusses the centennial changes of metabolic94

index, its breakdown into temperature and oxygen components, and its scenario depen-95

dence. Section 4 summarizes the results and discusses its implications.96

2 Model Data Analysis Methods97

The specific set of ESM simulations used in this study includes the pre-industrial98

control (piControl), historical simulation (historical) and future projections (ssp126, ssp245,99

and ssp585). Historical simulation covers from 1850 to 2015 and the ssp scenarios cover100

–4–
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from 2016 to 2100. The monthly means of ocean potential temperature (θ), salinity (S),101

and dissolved oxygen (O2) are first re-gridded into global 2◦ longitude-latitude grid us-102

ing bilinear interpolation. Subsequently the annual mean of each variables are calculated,103

and the model drift is removed from every grid point using the linear trend of piCon-104

trol from 1850 to 2100. Drift correction is applied for each variable before the metabolic105

indices are computed.106

Figure 1 evaluates the climatological O2 at 200m depth over the period from 1980107

to 2000, and model outputs are compared to the World Ocean Atlas 2018 (Garcia et al.,108

2018). The models capture the spatial variability reasonably well with the correlation109

coefficient of 0.93 to 0.94. These models can reproduce large scale gradients in O2 where110

high latitude waters are relatively well ventilated, and the tropical thermocline is rela-111

tively depleted in O2. The global median O2 is 219µM for the observation (WOA2018),112

and the modeled values are 242µM for CanESM5, 217µM for CNRM-ESM2-1, 234µM113

for GFDL-CM4, and 218µM for IPSL-CM6A-LR. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the114

difference between the model and the observation. Interestingly, all models overestimate115

O2 concentrations in the central and western tropical Pacific, and also overestimate it116

in the subpolar North Pacific. Besides these regions, the pattern of the mean-state bi-117

ases differ from model to model without a common pattern. CanESM5 tends to over-118

estimate the O2 in all basins especially at high latitudes and in the western part of trop-119

ical basins. CNRM-ESM2-1 generally underestimates the O2 in the tropical Atlantic and120

in the Southern Ocean, but it tends to overestimate in the North Pacific. This model121

also underestimates O2 in the core of the tropical oxygen minimum zones (OMZs). GFDL-122

CM4 tends to overestimate O2 in the Pacific basin with the exception of tropical pacific123

OMZ, where this model well captures the zonally elongated structure of the low-O2 wa-124

ter there. This model also exhibits the least bias in the subpolar North Atlantic. IPSL-125

CM6A-LR generally overestimate O2 in the tropical Pacific but underestimates in the126

Southern Ocean.127

Potential temperature (θ) is another important variable for the calculation of the128

metabolic index. The models capture the spatial variability of potential temperature at129

200m significantly better than oxygen with the correlation coefficient of 0.96 to 0.99 (see130

also, Supplementary Figure S2). The global median θ at 200m depth is 11.2◦C for the131

observation (WOA2018), and the models are 11.6◦C for CanESM5, 11.1◦C for CNRM-132

ESM2-1, 9.7◦C for GFDL-CM4, and 11.1◦C for IPSL-CM6A-LR. While some models show133

–5–
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

oxygen at 200m,  M

(a) CanESM5 (b) CNRM-ESM2-1

(c) GFDL-CM4 (d) IPSL-CM6A-LR

(e) WOA2018

Figure 1. Model-Observation comparison of climatological, annual mean dissolved oxygen at

200m depth. (a-d) The plotted values are based on drift-corrected oxygen concentration based on

the historical simulation. Climatology is based on the 20-year averages between 1980 to 2000 for

the model data. (e) Climatological annual oxygen concentration based on the World Ocean Atlas

2018.
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median θ closer to the observation than others, spatial pattern of model biases show sim-134

ilar order of magnitudes among all the models (Supplementary Figure S3). In some mod-135

els, these biases compensate one another to exhibit the global median temperature that136

is very close to the observation. All models underestimated potential temperature in the137

subtropical South Pacific from 10◦S to 30◦S. GFDL-CM4 generally underestimated the138

subsurface potential temperature in all basins with the exception of the tropical Indian139

Ocean. In the subpolar North Atlantic, however, GFDL-CM4 better represents the ther-140

mal structure. Other models tend to exhibit a cold bias in the south of Greenland, re-141

flecting overly zonal structure of the North Atlantic Current, as seen in earlier (CMIP5)142

versions of ESMs (Tagklis et al., 2017). With these biases in mind, we proceed to cal-143

culate the metabolic index in the next section.144

3 Centennial Changes of Metabolic index145

pO2 is calculated as the ratio between the oxygen concentration (O2) and the Henry’s146

law coefficient for oxygen saturation following Garcia and Gordon (1992). In order to147

calculate the centennial trend, we take the 20-year average over 2080 to 2100 in the sce-148

nario runs and subtract the 20-year average over 1980 to 2000 from the historical sim-149

ulation. The mean state of the metabolic index, according to (1), generally takes its min-150

imum value in the tropics and increases towards high latitudes. This is caused by the151

poleward increase in oxygen concentration (and pO2) and decrease in temperature, both152

contributing to the poleward increase in the metabolic index (Φ). Typically the criti-153

cal condition (Φ = Φcrit) occurs somewhere in the mid-latitudes, setting the equator-154

ward edge of the organism’s habitat. Increasing temperature and/or decreasing oxygen155

generally indicate the poleward migration of this critical latitude.156

Figure 2 shows the centennial change of Φ at 200m in percent from each of the four157

ESMs. GFDL-CM4 did not include the ssp126 scenario at the time of the writing of this158

manuscript. Figure 2 is based on the median temperature sensitivity (E = 0.6eV ). The159

depth of 200m is chosen to capture the upper-ocean environment, but below the base160

of surface mixed layer for most of the ocean regions. Temperature sensitivity parame-161

ter (E) varies over 0.3 to 1.0eV resulting in ∼ ±50% change in the temperature con-162

tribution of the change. Temperature effect generally decreases the metabolic index as163

the seawater warms up.164
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Figure 2. Centennial change of metabolic index at 200m depth with the median temperature

sensitivity (E = 0.6eV ). The centennial change is evaluated by the difference between the two

periods; 1980-2000 and 2080-2100. Consistent color shading is used for all panels. From left to

right, each column shows the results from ssp126, ssp245 and ssp585 scenario runs. From top to

bottom, each raw shows the results from difference ESMs; CanESM5, CNRM-ESM2-1, GFDL-

CM4, and IPSL-CM6A-LR.
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In general, the metabolic indices are decreasing in all emission scenario (Figure 2).165

In many regions the magnitude of the decline exceeds 50% under the ssp585 scenario.166

The strongest decrease occurs in some regions of the northern extratropics especially in167

the California coast, the northern North Atlantic, the western subpolar North Pacific.168

Comparing difference emission scenarios, the scenario dependence occurs mainly in the169

magnitude of the change, and the spatial patterns are generally set by the specific model170

structure. As the degree of global warming intensifies from ssp126 to ssp585, the decrease171

of metabolic indices gets greater in magnitude across all the models.172

Models disagree in the sign of change in some parts of the tropics. CanESM5 and173

GFDL-CM4 show an increase in metabolic indices in the eastern tropics including Pa-174

cific, Atlantic and Indian basins. In contrast, CNRM-ESM2-1 and IPSL-CM6A-LR show175

decreases in the eastern tropics. In these regions, the increase in metabolic indices are176

caused by the increase in pO2 (Figure 3). The oxygen contributions are calculated ac-177

cording to the first term in the RHS of (2). Temperature of seawater increases in these178

regions (see Figure S4) but the oxygen increase dominates over the thermal effect at low179

latitudes.180

Increased stratification and shallower mixed layer depths will weaken the ocean ven-181

tilation and reduce subsurface O2 in the subduction regions at mid and high latitudes182

(Keeling et al., 2010; Matear et al., 2000). However, there are several other factors that183

affect the centennial O2 trends (Oschlies et al., 2018). Shifts in atmospheric winds can184

alter the ocean circulation and the ventilation of thermocline. Increased stratification185

can also reduce the vertical nutrient supply, potentially weakening the biological produc-186

tivity and export of organic matter. Reduced respiration tends to leaves behind subsur-187

face O2, leading to an increase in pO2. Furthermore, increased stratification may weaken188

the overturning circulation, weakening the upwelling deep water into the tropical ther-189

mocline (Gnanadesikan et al., 2007), leading to an reduction in the age of water and pO2190

increase in the tropical thermocline. The combinations of these factors together control191

the sensitivity of pO2 in the tropical thermocline. The superposition of multiple mech-192

anisms makes the attribution challenging (Takano et al., 2018). Individually, each model193

shows consistent change for all three basins for all scenarios. Thus, the tropical oxygen194

changes are largely model-dependent, and the disagreement between the models high-195

lights significant uncertainty in the low latitudes.196
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Figure 3. Oxygen contribution to the centennial change of metabolic index at 200m depth

as the difference between the two periods; 1980-2000 and 2080-2100. From left to right, each

column shows the results from ssp126, ssp245 and ssp585 scenario runs. From top to bottom,

each raw shows the results from difference ESMs; CanESM5, CNRM-ESM2-1, GFDL-CM4, and

IPSL-CM6A-LR.
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4 Discussions and Conclusions197

Metabolic demand for O2 increases as the ocean absorbs excess heat and the tem-198

perature rises. Climate models predict the decline of dissolved oxygen and its partial pres-199

sure in the subsurface waters (Bopp et al., 2013; Keeling et al., 2010) while significant200

uncertainty still remains about the models’ ability to reproduce observed mean states,201

variability and trends from the past several decades (Cabre et al., 2015; Eddebbar et al.,202

2017; Stramma et al., 2012). There is a general tendency for ESMs to underestimate the203

oxygen trends relative to the historic data (Oschlies et al., 2017). With those limitations204

in mind, a subset of the CMIP6 models are used to assess the projected centennial change205

in metabolic index for the 21st century. Figure 4 summarizes our results. In the zonal206

mean sense, the thermal and oxygen contributions together drives the decrease of metabolic207

index poleward of 35◦N and 35◦S. The strong oxygen decline in northern extratropical208

latitudes combines with the effect of temperature increase to drive the major decrease209

there. Eastern boundary upwelling region of the US west coast is another high impact210

areas where the temperature increase and oxygen decline reinforce one another. For the211

case of E=0.6eV, relative contributions from pO2 and T are approximately the same in212

these regions. All models are in agreement that the net change in Φ can reach and ex-213

ceed 50% decline under the ssp585 scenario, which can be avoided in the case of the ssp126214

or ssp245 scenarios. The northern extratropics including the California coast can be the215

hot spots of the regional ecological impacts because of the critical condition, Φ ∼ Φcrit,216

typically occurring close to these regions. In another words, the strongest decline in metabolic217

index are predicted to occur where the ecosystem is already close to the critical thresh-218

old.219

The changes in Φ are uncertain at low latitudes. Models generally have difficulty220

reproducing the mean state and/or variability of observed O2 in the tropical thermocline221

(Cabre et al., 2015; Stramma et al., 2012; Oschlies et al., 2017). The amplitude of oxy-222

gen contribution can be large at tropics because of the oxygen minimum zone with very223

small pO2, which amplifies the fractional change. For the models examined in this study,224

CanESM5 (blue in Figure 4) and GFDL-CM4 (yellow) predict oxygen increase at low225

latitudes, which is in part compensated by the temperature effect. CNRM-ESM2-1 (red)226

and IPSL-CM6A-LR (purple) predict oxygen decrease across all latitudes, which rein-227

forces the temperature effect. The ventilation of tropical thermocline is influenced by228

the complex circulation patterns including zonal jets, wind forcing, mesoscale eddies and229
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small-scale diapycnal mixing (Brandt et al., 2015; Duteil et al., 2014; Ridder & England,230

2014; Gnanadesikan et al., 2007; Thomsen et al., 2016; Lachkar et al., 2018; Shaffer et231

al., 2000). Climate models cannot fully resolve some of these small scale features and232

must rely on parameterizations. Furthermore, observations from the tropical Pacific show233

significant multi-decadal trends that are not well captured by climate models (Stramma234

et al., 2008; Schmidtko et al., 2017; Ito et al., 2017) which is, at least, partially related235

to the modes of natural climate varaibility (Duteil et al., 2018; Ito et al., 2019; Deutsch236

et al., 2011).237

Despite the discrepancies in the tropics, the overall scenario dependence is simple238

and obvious. Comparing the ssp126 to ssp585 scenario, it more than doubles the mag-239

nitude of change especially in northern extratropical latitudes (left column in Figure 4)240

and along the US west coast (Figure 2). While these regions are particularly influenced,241

moderate decline of metabolic index occurs over much of the Southern Ocean and the242

subtropical oceans both in the northern and southern hemispheres. For regional appli-243

cation, this calculation can be repeated with different sets of temperature dependence244

parameters (E) for key species in order to access impacts for a specific ecosystem. Ul-245

timately, the international reduction in the greenhouse gas emissions is fundamental to246

avoid the continuing, large-scale decline of metabolic constraints in the oceans with bio-247

geochemical, ecological and socio-economic consequences.248
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Figure 4. Centennial change of the zonally averaged metabolic index at 200m depth as the

difference between the two periods; 1980-2000 and 2080-2100. From left to right, each column

shows the contributions from oxygen, temperature, and their combination. From top to bottom,

each raw shows the three emission scenarios; ssp126, ssp245 and ssp585. The colors of the line

indicate different models; CanESM5 (blue), CNRM-ESM2-1 (red), GFDL-CM4 (yellow), and

IPSL-CM6A-LR (purple).
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